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administrative and urban reforms by 
princess olga: geography, historical and 

economic background*
Thе article discusses the fragment of the 947 chronicle text. It describes the episode when 
Princess Olga establishes the pogosts (administrative regions) on the Novgorod land. The 
author argues that the primary text has been artificially attached to the Novgorod chronicle. 
In Y. Dyba’s opinion, Princess Olga’s reforms were caused covers three layers the remains of 
structures Kyivan Administration reforms after the Drevlyanian war, described in the Chronicle 
as Princess Olga’s revenge for the death of her husband Prince Igor.
The events were unfolding in Drevlyanian and Volynian lands, where ran Bulgar-Kyiv-
Regensburg international trade route. The war in Derevlyanian land opened up prospects for 
control of this trade route from Kyiv to the Luga river and to the basin of the Western Bug, 
whence opened the waterway to the Baltic Sea along the Bug and the Visla.
The Luga River flows through the area, located at the crossroads of important trade routes. And 
Princess Olga built pogosts (administrative units) in the Volyn land along the river meadows. 
Administrative-territorial reform was one of the parts of the Kyivan administrative reforms 
ment to improve governance in the new conquered territories.
Key-words: chronicles, Rus’, Princess Olga, urban reform, administrative reform, Novgorod 
land, Drevlyanian land, Volynian land, the Western Bug, Luga River, international trade routes, 
pogosts (administrative units).

Information in the Chronicle about Princess 
Olga’s campaign «to Novgorod»

The Tale of Bygone Years [further – TOBY] tells us about Princess Olga’s 
campaign to Novgorod in 947. This campaign is tagged along with Princess’ 
reformative work in administrative, taxation and architectural spheres. The 

* Translation was done with the support of O. Olzhych Fund in the United States. Translation 
by Halyna Chumak.
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campaign was preceded with the fourfold revenge of Olga to Drevlyanian 
people who has murdered her husband Prince Igor. At first, Olga ordered 
to dig alive the first Drevlyanian ambassadors and then she ordered to burn 
down the second ambassadors in the bathhouse. After that Olga dealt shortly 
with Drevlyanian during the funeral feast at the Igor’s grave. Finally, burning 
of Drevlyanian «gorod» Iskorosten’ and punishment to its people was the 
fourth revenge. After suppressing the Drevlyanians Olga annexed their tribal 
lands: «и иде Ѡлга по Дєревьскои зємли. съ сн҃омъ своимъ и дружиною своєю. 
оуставлѧющи оуставы. и оурокы. и суть становища єя. и ловища єя. и приде 
в городъ свои Києвъ. съ сн҃омъ своимъ Ст҃ославом»1 («and goes Princess Olga 
through all Drevlyanian lands with her son and her armed force establishing statutes 
and regulations and after that she comes back to Kyiv with her son Sviatoslav»).

In a year, in 947 («прєбывши лѣт ̑ єдино»), Olga expanded the functioning 
of Kyivan administration out of Drevlyanian lands: «В лѣт̑. ҂s҃. у҃. н҃е. [6455 
(947)] Иде Ѡлга к Новугороду. и оустави по Мьстѣ. погосты и дань. и по 
Лузѣ погосты и дань и ѡброкы. и ловища єя суть по всеи земли. и знамения 
и мѣста и погосты. и сани єя стоять въ Плєсъковѣ и до сєго дн҃и. и по 
Днѣпру пєревѣсища. и по Дєснѣ. и єсть село єя Ѡльжичи и до сего дн҃и. 
изрѧдивши възвратисѧ къ сн҃у своєму в Києвъ. и пребывашє с ним въ любви»2 
(«In the year 6455 (947) Olga went to Novgorod and had founded on the Msta 
pogosts (administrative units) and rents and the Luga the pogosts and rents and 
tributes, and her lovischa (hunting places) remained throughout the land, and there 
is evidence, and places, and pogosts, and her sledge is in Pskov until now and there 
are still her places for catching birds on the Dnieper and the Desna, and her village 
Olzhychi is also preserved. And so, having set all the matters, she came back to her 
son in Kyiv and lived there with him in affection»). Geographical references of 
the quoted fragment show that Olga’s route was Northwest to Pskov and 
Novgodor lands. There is a highly supported idea in the historical literature 
that Princess Olga established pogosts (administrative units) on the rivers 
Msta and Luga to control and collect tributes from the dependent areas which 
was one of the elements of urbanization in Northwest outlying districts of 
Kyivan Rus’. The River Msta has its source in Lake Mstyno and flows into 
Lake Il’men’ from East and the Western Luga flows into Luzhskyi Bay of Gulf 
of Finland.
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Such a way of reading the Chronicle is accepted by default and it almost 
has no objections in modern historical literature. It is believed that until 947 
the lands in the Msta and the Luga basins were not subordinated to Novgorod 
and Kyiv but with an economic and human capacity of those lands they were 
needed to be included to Kyivan Rus’ and provided tributes and quitrents. At 
the archeological map of Novgorod land Princess Olga’s route is connected 
with foundation of several settlements. On the stream of the Msta there is 
so called Bel’sk archeological complex, generated of several settlements, two 
reinforced cities and burial mound grounds. Olga’s activity on the Luga is 
linked with Peredelsk pogost (settlement on Luga) where there is «Shum-
Gora» or «Great Hill» – one of the larges burial mounds of Eastern Europe3.  
At the same time, in spite of rather detailed account of those events in 
chronicles and definite localization, it is the geographical linking of the events 
of 947 which are full of contradictions mentioned by competent researchers, 
but traditionally ignored in most works devoted to this question.

Issues about authenticity of chronicles on reformative 
activities of princess Olga in Novgorod land

The possibility of Olga’s campaign to the north has been repeatedly 
questioned. Archimandrite Leonid spoke about chronicle events in 947 as 
a later addition based on local legends of Novgorod-Pskovsk region4. The 
most reasonable arguments against Olga’s campaign on the Msta and the 
Luga were mentioned by A. Shakhmatov, who recognized this information 
as borrowed from Novgorod Code of Laws5. Assuming that there was no 
information in the first text about Olga’s trip to Novgorod land A. Shakhmatov 
believed that considered piece of ancient Kyivan Code of Laws looked like 
this: «и иде Олга по Деревьстѣи земли съ сыномъ своимъ и съ дружиною, 
уставляющи уставы и урокы; суть становища еѣ и ловища по всеи земли 
и по Дънѣпру пєревѣсища и по Дєснѣ, и есть село єѣ Ольжичи и доселѣ»6 
(«so went Olga in the Drevlyanian land with her son and her army and set the codes 
and rules, established lovischa all over and there are still her places for catching 
birds on the Dnieper and the Desna, and her village Olzhychi is also preserved»). 
The next compiler of Novgorod Code of Laws, adding to the text his local 
information: «и устави по Мьстѣ погосты и дани и по Лузѣ оброки и 
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дани, и ловища ея суть по всей земли, знамянья, мѣста и погосты, и сани 
еѣ стоят Пльсковѣ и до сего дьнѣ, и по Дънѣпру перевѣсища и по Дєснѣ, 
и есть село єѣ Ольжичи и до селѣ»7 («and has founded on the Msta pogosts 
and rents and the Luga she set servages and rules, established lovischa all over the 
lands, as well as settlements and pogosts and her sledgs are in Pskov till now and 
there are still her places for catching birds on the Dnieper and the Desna, and her 
village Olzhychi is also preserved till now»). As A. Shakhmatov had proved, the 
compiler of the Initial Code combined fragments, omitting repetitions and 
adding transitional phrases. Now this text is introduced in TOBY8.

But even the very text of TOBY did not escape the recent editorial 
intervention.   A number of such corrections were identified by A. Shakhmatov9. 
Thus having doubts about authenticity of words «и сани еѣ стоят Пльсковѣ 
и до сего дьнѣ» («and her sledges are in Pskov till now») the editor of Hypatius 
List had crossed them out10. In the lost Troitskaya Chronicle «по всей земли» 
(«all over the land») was read as «и до сего дни по всеи земли Русьтѣи и 
Новогородьстѣи»11 («till now all over the Rus’ land and Novgorod land»), and 
the ending of the fragment «и есть село єѣ Ольжичи и до селѣ» («and 
there is her village  Olzhychi till now») in the Troitskaya Chronicle had been 
changed for «И есть село ея у Кыева близь на Деснѣ Ольжищи и до сего 
дни»12 («and her village Olzhychi nearby Kyiv on the Desna is also preserved till 
now»). Insertions of Troitskaya Chronicle are repeated in Nikonovskaya13 and 
Lvovskaya14 Chronicles. Shakhmatov also payed attention to the point that 
in one of the lists of Lvovskaya Chronicle instead of «по Мъстѣ <…>, и по 
Лузѣ» («on Mstya and Luga») there is «По Мстѣ и по Полѣ»15 («on Mstya and 
Pola»). This fragment is also of Novgorod origin as the River Pola flowing 
through Tver and Novgorod regions, flows from the south to Il’men’, before 
the mouth connecting the strait with Lovato. In later lists the name of the 
Luga had been also changed for the Ladoga16.

Shakhmatov states that that the author of Novgorod Code didn’t accidentaly 
single out  the chronicles about Princess Olga campaign into a separate text «к 
Новугороду», and tied it up with a campaign to Derevlians even closer than 
it had been set out in the Primary Chronicle. The fact is, that Novgorod author 
believed that the Derevlian land belonged to Novgord. Such possibility of 
Drevlyanian land localization had already been known to the compiler of 
«Book of Degrees»: «Нѣцыи же глаголютъ, яко Деревская земля бѣ иже 
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во области Великаго Нова града, нынѣ же Пятина Деревская именуема. 
Иніи же глаголютъ, яко Сѣверская страна бѣ, идѣ же Черниговъ градъ»17 
(«it is said that the Drevlyanian land nearby Great Novgorod is named now Piatina 
Derevskaya. Some considered it to be in the Severskaya country near Chernigov»). 
Geographical landmarks of the X century were fairly vague to the scribe in 
the XVI century. However, he also had no doubt that Princess Olga’s reforms 
had been spread over the Novgorod lands: «И пріиде Ольга въ Кіевъ градъ 
съ сыномъ своимъ Великимъ Княземъ Свѣтославомъ. И пребывъ лѣто 
едино, остави сына въ Кіевѣ, а сама иде къ Новуграду, и нача уставляти по 
Мѣстѣ погосты, и отъ луговъ и отъ ловитвъ дани и оброки, <…>»18 («So 
arrived Olga to Kyiv with her son Great Prince Sviatoslav. After staying for a year 
she left her son and went to Novgorod and began establishing pogosts down the 
Mstya and gathering servages from meadows and hunting places»).

It was a common belief in the chronicle tradition of the XVI century that 
Derevlianian land of the X century corresponded with the late Novgorod land 
Derevskaya Piatina. In support of this idea Shakhmatov quotes «Лѣтописец 
вкратцѣ о Рускои земли» (Публ. Библ. F.IV.216): «Древляне съ князем, ему 
же имя Малъ <…> убиша его внѣ града Коростеня близъ Старые Русы, 
ту же и погребенъ бысть»19 («The Derevlians were headed by the Prince Mal’ 
<…>He (Igor) was killed near Korosten and was buried there»). Such «evidence» 
can be found in the Undolsk manuscript № 766. Similar is in the Brief Annals 
Chronicle (Publ. Lib. F.IV.138): «И убиша его Игоря в Костянтинѣ градѣ 
близь Старые Русы Древляны и зваша Ольгу за князя своего Мала»20 
(«Prince Igor was killed in Kostiantin city near Old Rusa and the Derevlians urged 
Olga to marry their Prince Mal»). Korosten was substituted for Kostiantin city 
which Olga «хитростію взяла и дань сугубо наложи»21 («managed by ruse 
and laid under tribute»). Thus A. Shakhmatov proved that Derevlian land 
was not the only one identified as Derevska Piatina (Novgorod toponyms 
«Derevskiy» and «Dereva» had been known at least since ХІІ century), but 
Derevlian «gorod» Iskorosten was identified as Novgorod Korosten village 
(Коростѣнь). Shakhmatov supports the fact that these circumstances formed 
grounds for such unbelievable transfer of the events of Derevlianian war to 
Novgorod lands and so caused attachment to the real Kyiv report of laying 
defeated Drevlan land under tribute and insertions of Olga’s campaign to 
Novgorod («к Новугороду»).
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Naive attempts of Novgorod chronicles to link unusual events to the 
Novgorod land had been noted by V. Tatischev: «Novgorod chroniclers were 
ignorant of all the events in Derevlian land and ascribed them to Novgorod and 
Derevska Piatina and Korosten was misplaced with Torzhok and heraldic master 
being misled by city emblems and pictured 3 doves and 3 sparrows on Torzhok 
emblem by mistake»22.

Even M. Hrushevsky assumed the probability that the chronicler had 
«combined» Olga’s Novgorod route on the basis of some traces of reforms 
by Kyivan administration in the Novgorod lands. However, he considered 
that Shakhmatov’s reconstruction of the text of the chronicle, from which 
the fragment about Olga campaign in the Land of Novgorod had been taken 
out, suggested the idea that Derevlianian land also included Podesenie23. 
Howewer, between «Derevlian» and «Desnian» fragments of ancient Kyiv 
Code reconstructed by A. Shakhmatov there is a phrase «по всеи земли» 
(«all over the lands»), which unites them, and revokes this remark.

The question of the reliability of Olga’s route to Novgorod was elucidated 
by D. Lihachev in comments to the 1950’s edition of the TOBY. Based on 
the «Researches» by A. Shakhmatov the scholar is inclined to think that 
the campaign of the Princess Olga did not extend to such a vast territory, 
as it was usually thought. He says that the information about Olga’s route 
along the rivers Msta and Luga is probably conjecture of the chronicler that 
appeared under the influence of some explanation of a Novgorod citizen, 
who could have thought that Olga had visited that part of Novgorod, which 
was called the Derevska land or «Dreva» and later – «Derevskaya Piatina». 
As D. Likhachev noted, the grammatical inconsistencies of words can be 
explained in the following way «и по Дънѣпру перевѣсища и по Дєснѣ, 
и есть село єѣ Ольжичи и до селѣ» («along the Dnieper and the Desna were 
her hunting places, and her village Olzhychi is also preserved till our days») with 
the previous text about Olga’s campaign to Novgorod «к Новугороду». And 
further on he notifies that they should have been bound with the sequel of the 
segment dated 946: «и иде Олга по Деревьстѣи земли съ сыномъ своимъ и 
съ дружиною, уставляющи уставы и урокы; суть становища еѣ и ловища 
<…>»24 («So went Olga in Drevlyanian land with her son and her army and set the 
codes and rules, established settlements and lovischa (hunting places) all over»).
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Maintaining the position about the authenticity of information about Olga’s 
route to Novgorod land, A. Karpov remarked that chronicler’s words «и по 
Дънѣпру перевѣсища и по Дєснѣ <…>» can not continue the phrase about 
dispensation of Drevlyanian land because of the reason of formal discourse. 
In the information from 946 it is said about Olga’s visit to Drevlyanian land 
with her son, but in the following phrase it is said about the Princess’s return 
to Kyiv to her son25. Shakhmatov paid attention to this fact and Lihachov 
alluded to his opinion. In the reconstructed text of ancient Kyiv the phrase 
«възвратисѧ къ сн҃у своєму в Києвъ. и пребывашє с ним въ любви» («she 
came back to her son in Kyiv and lived there with him in affection») is absent. 
Shakhmatov considered it so artificial, «что признание ее вставкой не 
нуждается в доказательствах»26 («that there is no use to prove it as a insert»). It 
correlates with words «Иде Ольга къ Новугороду, сына своего Святослава 
оставивше Кыевѣ»27 («Olga went to Novgorod having left her son Sviatoslav in 
Kyiv»), known from the late Troitskaya chronicle (beginning of XV century) 
and Nikonovskaya28 and Lvovskaya29 chronicles that emulated it. N. Kotliar30 
supported the arguments of А. Shakhmatov.

The reasonable doubts about authenticity of annalistic allusion to Olga’s 
campaign to Novgorod still remained. There are enough grounds to assert 
that «Northern Russian chroniclers of XVI–XVII centuries were very successive in 
their aspirations to link the white threads, the life and activity of Princess Olga with 
historical and foremost geographical realities of her land»31.

A trip to the mythical city

It’s paradoxically, but the initial phrase of this annalistic fragment with 
the name «Novgorod» is an important argument proving that the reformative 
initiatives of Kyivan Princess had not reached the northern outskirts of 
Kyivan Rus’. As the materials of archaeological research showed, the fortified 
settlement under the name «Novgorod» had not existed on the Volkhov River 
in the middle of Х century.

Today archaeologists are unanimous in the opinion that Volkhovskiy 
Novgorod was founded as a kind of consolidating center of a few originally 
isolated settlements based on different ethnic generic backgrounds. Such 
settlements that gradually were united on the federal basis were quite a few, 
three at least32. Archaeological materials testified that these separate primary 
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settlements came into existence later and the place could not be named 
Novgorod in any way at the time of Princess Olga’s reforms. In fact, the most 
ancient groups of Ludin dated back to the middle of Х century. The oldest 
pavings of the Nariev place appeared in 953 according to dendrochronological 
evidence, and under them there is only 30 cm of cultural layer dated back 
to the second quarter of Х century. The earlier layer of pavings on the 
Mykhailovskaya Street of Slovensko place dated back to 974 and the ancient 
stratifications that preceeded it dated back to the 60-ies of Х century33.

There are no layers older than the third quarter of Х century on the territory 
of Novgorod Detinets (Citadel). The fortification was built late enough and 
formally can be considered as a «new gorod». Separate proto-Novgorod 
settlements were consolidated in a single urban  structure on this basis. The 
Novgorod chronicler dates the foundation of the «gorod» in 1044: «В лѣто 
6552. <...>. а на весну же Володимиръ заложи Новгородъ и сдѣла его»34 
(«In 6552 <...> And in spring Volodymyr [Son of Yaroslav the Wise –Y.D.] founded 
Novgorod») The term «Detinets» (Citadel) appeared in the chronicle only 53 
years later and dated back to1097 with  the explanation that  it was mentioned 
exactly about the «gorod»: «В лѣто 6605. <...> Томь же лѣтѣ на ве... горѣ 
онъ полъ, а 3-и день Дѣтиньць съгорѣ городъ»35. In 1116 describing the 
expansion of Detynets, a chronicler names it Novgorod again: «В лѣто 6624. 
<...> Въ то же лѣто Мьстиславъ заложи Новъгородъ болии пьрваго»36. 
The opinion dominated for a long time in literature that in the report of 1116 
about Novgorod expansion the matter was about the territory that embraced 
the present belt of external fortifications of the city. Today it is conclusively 
proven that the external shaft of the city walls was constructed only in the 
end of XIV century. In 1116 the «city» occupied the same area as Novgorod 
Detinets (Citadel) in its present form now. The defense fortification was 
erected during the reign of Ivan III on the basis of ancient foundations. The 
early fortifications embraced the area practically twice smaller. This initial 
«city» is imputed to the north part of modern Detinets with the Cathedral of 
St. Sophia and adherent buildings. The archaeological research of defensive 
line in the northern part of Detinets was undertaken in 1957 and in 1959 by 
М. Aleshkovskij, and in 1985 by М. Voronovoj.The research proves that the 
oak strengthening of Detinets was built exactly in 1044 and a direct mention 
was saved in the chronicle, and that is why it is necessary to connect the 
origin of the name «Novgorod» with this date37.
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The fact of later (the middle of ХІ century) origin of the fortified settlement 
on the Volkhov under the name Novgorod as fixed in a chronicle and 
confirmed archaeologically contradiced with the earlier chronicle reports 
where this name appears: «A well-known antagonism is given here. Archaeologists 
did not find layers earlier than dated back to the third fourth of X century on the 
territory of Novgorod Detinsets (Citadel). The name Novgorod appeared in the 
middle of XI century, at the same time a number of annalistic reports about the deeds 
of times of Rurik, Oleg, Olga, Volodymyr and Yaroslav mentioned Novgorod»38. This 
contradiction is overcome by the simplest method as it is usually considered 
that while mentioning of Novgorod in the context of events of IX–Х centuries 
the chroniclers meant some prior local fortification (some Old City) that had 
other name and was situated within the limits of Great Novgorod, in the 
nearest outskirts or even the outside of Novgorod land.

Back in the twenties of XX century A. Rydzewskaia indicated that placename 
«Holm» of Slavenskii place belonged to the end of medieval Novgorod, and 
drew attention to its probable similarity with the placename «Hólmgarðr»39. 
The name «Holmgrad» is traditionally considered as the Norse symbol of 
Novgorod. «The Saga of Hrolve The Wanderer» dated back to the XIV century 
proves the identity of Holmgard and Novgorod: «The main table(throne) of 
King of Gards is located in Holmgardaborg (Hólmgarðaborg), which is now called 
Nogardar (Nógarðar)»40. Based on this A. Rydzewskaia’s assumption V. Yanin 
and M. Aleshkovskyi made the point about the possibility of assignment of 
a Norse name Holmgard as a probable primary settlement under the name 
«Holm-gorod»41. And T. Jackson supported such a possibility, in her opinion 
«the form Hólmgarðr at the time of its appearance could be a reflection of the local 
place name Holm-gorod, self-designation of a Holmgorod («fortification hill»)»42.

However, the possibility of the existence of local fortifications of proto-
Novgorod, which was preceded by a fortification built in the middle of XI 
century city citadel (Detinets), has still remained as scientific assumption. 
Also it should not be forgotten that the first mention about the Slavenskii 
Holm refers to 114443, that it is one hundred years after the time when son of 
Yaroslav the Wise, Volodymyr «заложи Новгородъ и сдѣла его» («founded 
Novgorod and its suburbs»). The earliest registered placename Hólmgarðr is in 
runic inscriptions from Esta (Södermanland, Sweden) and refers to the first 
half of the XI century44 and, therefore, is likely to refer to Novgorod built in 
1044.
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We have to admit that neither archeology, nor chronicles, nor Russian 
names in Scandinavian toponymic registers provide any real reason to talk 
about Novgorod in the X century. The fact is that «Three ancient villages, which 
became popular in the result of the excavatios and were the basis of later Lyudyn, 
Nerevskii and Slavenskii places, in the X and in the first half of the XI centuries were 
not called as Novgorod. The reference to the chronicle terminology proves that the 
designation of «Novgorod» used for the first time and was applied only to the citadel, 
that is, to the overall fortifications of the three oldest villages, created by the Kremlin 
as a fortification construction unifying them.Only in time the name was ascribed to 
the whole town, when the expansion of the original settlements, initially separated by 
empty spaces, led to their junction»45 

To the problem of Kyivan reform in Novgorod land

Thus, archeology doesn’t give reasons to speak of the existence of 
Novgorod on the Volkhov in the middle of the tenth century. However, 
the chronicle of 947 about the Princess Olga’s campaign «to Novgorod» is 
uncritically used as a «significant» argument, which should testify in favor of 
the early urbanization of the north-western Russian lands.

Contrary to the observations of authoritative textologists that Olga’s route 
«to Novgorod» is the only a piece of literary fiction, cultivated in the discourse 
of Novgorod and Pskov scribes, this chronicle event becomes a kind of 
reference point to which they attempt to link the visible manifestations of 
changes in the material culture of Novgorod. So V. Povetkin combined it with 
the music culture and began to question that in Novgorod and Pskov land 
«There appears the question as to which «harp tones» were favourite among Old 
Rus’ Princes in the pre-Christian era? Princess Olga is referred here in particular. 
<...> Olga, setting pogosts and gathering tribute on the Msta and the Luga went 
down to Pskov, down to the places where the playing of the traditional harp is still 
remembered»46.

Is there any reason to link any changes (like appearance of older lay-
ers of overland Novgorod mentioned in the works of V. Yanin) with the 
administrative and fiscal intervention of Kyivan Rus’? And was this inter-
vention possible at all? Such a possibility is excluded already by the very 
fact that all of Novgorod mayors until the time of Yaroslav consistently 
paid Kyiv all the same two thousand hryvnyas of tribute: «Ярославу сущу 
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в Новѣгородѣ и оурокомъ дающю. ҂в҃. гривенъ. ѿ года до года. Кыєву. 
а тысѧщю Новѣгородѣ гривенъ раздаваху. и тако даху вси посадницѣ 
новьгородьстии»47. In addition, since the days of Prince Oleg, until the reign 
of Yaroslav the Wise the residents of Novgorod paid 300 hryvnyas to the 
Vikings too «и оустави [Oleg – Y.D.] варѧгом̑ дань даяти. ѿ Новагорода. 
т҃. гри̑венъ на лѣт̑. мира дѣлѧ єже до см҃рти Ярославлѧ даяше варѧгом̑»48. 
The prolonged financial stability of tributary relations between Kyiv and 
Novgorod since the reign of Oleg before the time of Yaroslav was marked 
twice in the chronicle and remains an irrefutable fact of Russian history. 
However, this fact is definitely contrary to the chronicle episode of 947, the 
one about the Princess Olga’s campaign to the land of Novgorod aimed to 
establish dues and tributes and serves as an argument in favor of the assump-
tion of textologists about its secondary nature.

Doubting the possibility of Olga arranging great political, financial, ad-
ministrative and economic reforms in the Novgorod land, I. Froyanov as-
sumed that the extension of the tax administration of the Kyiv area in the 
Novgorod land occurred only due to the taxation of foreign tribes, the Vods, 
who lived on the Luga, and the Veses that settled on the Msta. However, the 
researcher was forced to admit that such measures were in conflict with the 
interests of the people of Novgorod, as the tribute from those areas, previ-
ously expected to go to Novgorod, had been partially or fully appropriated 
by Olga49.

Additional Kyiv requisitions could not affect positively the development 
of pre-Novgorod settlement agglomeration. And it is this fact that made 
V. Yanin to consider the activities of Olga on the rivers of Msta and Luga to 
be the attempt to suppress the powerful centers competitive to a new forma-
tion developed in the source of the Volkhov.

Thus describing the events in 947, the researcher characterized the 
financial and administrative measures of Kyivan administration as a kind of 
altruistic undertaking, aimed at broadening of the tax area of Novgorod State 
«at least two or three times larger, and this created the necessary material base for the 
structural transformation of Novgorod»50.

However, the hypothetical possibility of Kyiv intervention into economic 
affairs of the territorial formation, which eventually became known as 
«land of Novgorod» is negated by the whole course of the well-established 
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relationship of the elite of the north-western tribes with an invited prince. 
Actually V. Yanin himself notes that the later Novgorod treaties show 
that «one of the basic constitutional requirements of Novgorod was the collection 
of taxes from the territory of Novgorod lands should be done not by the people of 
the Prince, but by the Novgorod citizens, even in those cases when it came to the 
money due to the Prince. Novgorod people collected the fees and taxes and controlled 
over their distribution during period of the X–XI centuries, the oldest available for 
archaeological study»51.

These circumstances provide further support to Shakhmatov’s 
confirmation and other researchers’ beliefs in the questionable reliability of 
Olga’s reforms aimed to establish dues and tributes in Novgorod land. In 
addition, according to the chronicle Olga unfolded the activity not only in 
financial, but also in other economic spheres. The Chronicle listed activities 
including the establishment of pogosts (administrative units) and arrangement 
of hunting grounds («lovischa»). But this activity is still in conflict with the 
second important point of the original agreement. The Novgorod treaties 
«prohibit to the prince, the princess and the princely people to have any land estates 
within Novgorod State, except residences and pozhens (meadow land for horses feed) 
provided for the Prince. <...> The complete absence of princely estates even in relict 
form suggests that such a ban was the original»52.

According to V. Yanin, any formula related to the issue of private property 
rights to land of the Prince of Novgorod could not have appeared earlier than 
at the turn of XI-XII centuries, and there were no weren’t princely domain 
lands in Novgorod land until the XII century53. So neither in the middle of 
the tenth century, nor later Kyivan administration had real opportunities to 
intervene actively in the economic development of the northwest territories, 
thus the accuracy of Olga’s campaign to Novgorod lands for the purpose 
of any legal or administrative measures is not supported by any convincing 
evidence. We believe that this type of intervention would have been met with 
serious resistance of the local elite. Remember that the violation of tributary 
obligations between Igor and the Drevlyanians led to the dramatic events of 
a large-scale and bloody war. And only the victory of Olga, at the price of 
the military campaign, had become a valid reason to increase tributes from 
the Derevlians. Since Prince Oleg’s reign the north-western lands consistently 
met its financial obligations to Kyivan Rus’ and Princess Olga’s hypothetical 
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attempt to disrupt the stability appears to be incredible. It is obvious that 
this stability served as the foundation of economic growth and well-being 
of the local aristocracy and improved the beautification of proto-Novgorod 
settlements recorded by archaeologists in the middle of the tenth century.

In addition, the assumption of the possible annexation of these areas in the 
economic system controlled by Kyiv contradicts with the topography of the 
findings of ancient coins. On the basis of their analysis V. Yanin proved that in 
IX, X, and in the XI century there were two economically enclosed areas with 
their own special money turnover in Eastern Europe: north-west (Novgorod) 
and southern (Kyiv)54. The fact that these two independent systems began 
to form as early as in the tenth century denies both the possibility of the 
existence of one  single internal market on these territories and functioning 
of the external single market with the weak domestic money circulation. This 
fact is clearly reflected in the treaty of Prince Igor with the Greeks in 944, 
according to it the Russian controlled only three cities: Kyiv, Chernigov and 
Pereyaslavl.

The differences between the North and the South in the material culture 
are very expressive and their investigation inevitably requires consideration 
of geographical factors55. So the researchers conclude about the exaggeration 
of the role of trade and economic route «from the Varangians to the Greeks». 
It is impossible to ignore the series of arguments proving the complexity of 
its operation as a permanent commercial artery56. Let us recall in this context 
even the requirement of Volodymyr Svjatoslavovich expressed before the 
planned land campaign against Yaroslav, who at that time was in Novgorod 
«теребите путь и мосты мостите»57. Perhaps in this case the purpose of 
Olga’s campaign in 947 was to establish communication and revival of trade 
between the southern and the north-western territories? However, the trade 
routes along the rivers the Msta and the Luga were part of the Volga-Baltic 
Waterway and their arrangement didn’t give the apparent benefit for Kyiv.

A final mention about the sledges which Olga left in Pskov as though they 
were stored there as relic, doesn’t have connection with historical realities 
and is an arbitrary interpretation of the primary chronicle editorial text 
about ritual sledges, which were left in embankment of Prince Igor burial 
mound: «и сани єя стоять въ плєсъковѣ и до сєго дн҃и»58. But this chronicle 
mention in fact is a combination of a later chronicle text. The vague mention 
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of ritual sledges left in a mound of burial barrow (пєсъкови, пѣсъкови) is 
too ambiguous for a scribe of the beginning of the XIII century, and was 
interpreted as evidence of possession of sled in Pleskov59. 

Thus the reform activities of Princess Olga and intensification of the 
transformation of the primary structure of the future settlement of Novgorod 
in a single urban unit marked by V. Yanin are more chronologically contiguous 
phenomena, but though rather independent for their own reasons.

In view of the above mentioned, there are enough reasons to argue that 
elucidated in chronicles Princess Olga’s vigorous activity in the financial, ad-
ministrative and economic spheres, initiated immediately after the Derevli-
anian war, is hardly connected with the territory of Novgorod land. What 
about the direct geographical indications of the Msta and the Luga in the 
chronicle? Although there are many facts as well as the authoritative O. 
Shachmatov’s opinion, which convinced us that the entire passage about 
Olga’s campaign to the north-west is a later insertion, we still believe that the 
text under consideration has not exhausted its informative potential.

Where did Olga take her way after 
the revenge on the Derevlians?

The possible reason of Olga’s journey to the north was expressed by A. Ni-
kitin: «In terms of geography the entire article is based on the misunderstanding 
caused by poor knowledge of a“regional ethnographer” of Novgorod land geography, 
in particular, with Derevskaia Piatina, which is why the expression “по мьсте” 
(i.e. «after the revenge») was understood as a reference to the river Msta <…>»60. In-
deed, the entire text of the chronicle is heavy with the motives of revenge on 
the Derevlians. The word «revenge» («мьсть; мѣсть; мьстѧ») 61 appears im-
mediately after the news about Prince Igor’s death. According to A. Poppe’s 
opinion, the idea of the revenge on the Derevlians according to the chronicle 
(«ѡтець мьсти сыи») belongs to governor Sveneld. This phrase was under-
stood by a scribe as «ѡц҃ь мьстишинъ» and was used in the same form in 
chronicle lists62: «погрєбєнъ быс̑ Игорь. и. єсть могила єго оу Искоростинѧ 

города. в деревѣхъ и до сего дн҃и. Ѡльга же бѧшє в Києвѣ. съ сн҃омъ 
своимъ дѣтьском̑ . Ст҃ославомъ. и кормилець бѣ єго Асмудъ. и воєвода 
бѣ Свиндєлдъ. то же ѡц҃ь мьстишинъ»63.
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Assuming that the word «мьстѧ»64 means «revenge on Derevlians», it 
should be recognized that the next phase of the reform activity initiated by 
Olga after revenge («по Мьстѣ») has to be directly linked to Olga’s actions 
on the tribal territory of the Derevlians. However, it is obvious that there 
was no connection between revenge on Derevlians and Olga’s journey «к 
Новугороду» (to Novgorod). There are no cause-effect relations between 
military actions on Derevlianian land and the subsequent administrative 
and urban reforms of Princess of Kyiv. This observation has prompted 
A. Shakhmatov to believe that the original text of the chronicle did not con-
tain any record of the analyzed fragment about the reforms in Novgorod 
land.

The connection of Olga’s activity to the north-western lands seems to be 
artificial. However, there is no reason to believe that the information about 
reforms is a later Novgorod insertion. So where did Olga direct her reform 
activity after the revenge on the Derevlians? What were the prospects opened 
to Kyivan administration after suppression of the Derevlians? To answer 
these questions, we first consider the boundaries of Derevlianian land. 

The attempts to define the boundaries of Derevlianian land on the basis of 
archaeological materials began in the late XIX century, but they still are under 
debate. Based on the researches of V. Antonovich, I. Rusanova, E. Timofeev, 
V. Sedov, O. Motsia, M. Kuchera and P. Tolochko, scholar B. Zvizdetskiy 
started to study the boundaries issue of Derevlianian land. Mass mapping of 
ancient towns, settlements, burial mounds and analysis of the late medieval 
administrative division allowed the researcher to generalize the information 
on the antiquities of the IX–X centuries and to define the outer boundaries of 
the Derevlianian land65 (ill. 1).

Derevlianian territory bordered on Polians in the east as they were sepa-
rated with forests and swampy floodplain of the River Zdvyzh. According 
to archaeological data, they owned the left bank of the Teterev. The border 
ran from the place of emptying into the Dnieper, from where upstream of 
the Teterev reached the Bilka’s mouth. Then it ran along the course to the 
riverhead and from there to the source of the Dubovets, going out to the 
watershed of the Teterev and the Irpin. The north-eastern border ran from 
the mouth of the Teterev, upstream the Dnieper River, along the bank of the 
Prypyat River, to the emptying of the Slovechna River.
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ill. 1. Derevlianian land according to archaeological and written sources: 
1 – ancient towns IX – beginning of XI century; 2 – settlements VIII–X centuries; 

3 – burial mounds; 4 – boundaries of tribal territory Derevlyany (by B. Zvizdetskyy)

Northern neighbors of the Derevlians were the Dregoviches. The border 
between the tribes ran from the mouth of the Slovechna to its middle course 
and headed further to the west, crossing the middle course of the Ubort 
and the Strvyha. The north-western border ran along Kopysche – Hlynne – 
Rokytne line.

The western border between Derevlianian land and Volyn ran into the 
interfluve of the Sluch and the Horyn. Derevlianian tribes settled along the 
feeders of the Sluch, though it is possible that there were Derevlianian settle-
ments along the Horyn River, which could be a natural border on Volyn land.

The southern border of Derevlianian land was formed in the east by a wide 
steppe zone adjoining the woodlands. To protect settlements from nomads, 
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who entered through the steppe zone corridor, Derevlianian settlements were 
located deeper in the forest area, on the border of coniferous and deciduous 
forests, between Polissia and forest-steppe zone. The landmarks of southern 
border from east to west were the Grubske settlement – settlement in Raiky 
village – settlement by Velyki Korovyntsi village – burial grounds in the area 
Myropil–Ul’kha. At this extreme point the border turned to the north, includ-
ing the left feeders of the Sluch: rivers Smolka, Tserem and Korchyk.

It is the geographical location of Derevlianian land whith boundaries 
almost approaching the capital Kyiv, that was, as we consider, the reason 
of events described in the chronicle of 946 and 947 years. According to the 
chronicles, it was the murder of Prince Igor that urged his widow to the ruth-
less and destructive campaign on the Derevlians. As a result of this cam-
paign, the Derevlians were finally conquered and Derevlianian land, accord-
ing to V. Zvizdetskiy estimation, occupied an area of about 28, 000 km2 and 
was incorporated into the Kyivan Rus’ state. Olga’s carnage of the Derevlians 
ended in imposing a heavy tribute on them, two pieces of which were given 
to Kyiv and one piece was given to Olga in Vyshgorod. In order to ensure the 
fulfillment of obligations imposed on the Derevlians, Olga and her young son 
Sviatoslav travelled to the Drevlianian land defining the statutes, giving the 
lessons and establishing settlements and hunting grounds on the conquered 
territory.

But not only Drevlyanian tribute was a reason of Olga’s punitive 
expedition. Farsighted reasons of the war are supported with the next step of 
Kyivan Princess. Having come back to Kyiv and stayed there only for a year 
Olga initiated the second stage of her reformative activity. A. Nikitin fairly 
observed that in the chronicle this second stage starts from the mentioning 
of vengeance that was recently completed: «в лѣт̑. ҂s҃. у҃. н҃е. [6455 (947)] 
иде ѡлга к новугороду. и оустави по мьстѣ. погосты и дань <...>»66 («In the 
year [6455 (947)] went Olga to Novgorod after the revenge to establish there pogosts 
(administrative units) and get the tribute»). So what was the territory on which 
reformative activity of Kyivan Princess was spreading after suppression of 
the Derevliany if the probability of her trip to Novgorod land conflicted with 
considerable critical arguments, as it has been mentioned above?

Vector of Olga’s activity was directed further to the West from Kyiv and 
Drevlyanian lands. Besides, according to the text of the Chronicle it was 
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directed to the Luga River. It is the Luga of Volynian land. Afer assertion 
of Kyiv authority in Drevlyanian land, Olga has consolidated Rus’ borders 
through the West Bug and the Luga River is an extremely important 
right tributary of it. This action of Kyivan Princess was prompted by the 
circumstances of national importance for Kyiv. It is necessary to note that 
the motivation that urged Kyiv to move westward explains exactly the same 
reasons that radically deny the possibility of Princess’ northern route.

The need to consolidate the achievements of Drevlyanian war in the 
westward direction was in the sphere of the commercial and geographical 
realities of the southern part of Eastern Europe in the middle of the tenth 
century. The main goal of Kyivan administration was to take control of a 
transcontinental trade route blocked by the inhabitantns of Drevlyanian and 
Volynian lands. Definately it is not the way «from the Varangians to the Greeks» 
as trade efficiency of it is doubtful enough, except of its southern section. The 
events that happened in Drevlyanian land in the middle of X century are 
directly associated with the struggle for the control over the latitudinal trade 
route linking Volzhska Bulgaria with Prague and Regensburgh across Kyiv 
where from this trade route went far inland to the West of Europe.

Trade route Bulgar – Kyiv – Regensburgh

The business activity and the effectiveness of both segments of the trade 
route from Bulgar to Kyiv and further to the West is confirmed both by 
written and archeological evidences that will be mentioned below.

The trade route Bulgar–Kyiv–Regensbourgh was laid across the land. 
This ancient route which is figuratively named by Aleksandr Nazarenko as 
the route «from Germans to Khazars»67 had an important government and 
constituent function. The researcher underlined that the lands which were 
in tribute dependence from Kyiv stretched not only in meridional but also in 
latitudinal direction. The abovementioned trade route went from East to West 
across the lands of northerners, the inhabitants of Polianian, Drevlyanian and 
Volynian lands to the West Bug. This route went further westward across 
Chervenskyi town to Krakow and further to Prague and Regensbourgh. 
In this context A. Nazarenko pays attention to latitudinal configuration of 
Ancient Czech state in the middle and the second half of X cent., the bounds of 
which reached the upper Bug and the Styra on the northeast. The researcher 
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referred to the work by Y. Zemlichka which focused on the trade route Kyiv–
Regensburg as the basis of state-building processes in the Czech State68.

A total control over this route was vital for Kyiv and Princess Olga attained 
the desirable goal exactly by the bloody Derevlianian war in 946 and in 947 
in the campaign to the Luga River. It enabled Kyivan Rus’ to consolidate its 
position on the right bank of the West Bug. The common bound with the 
Czech State opened new possibilities for Kyivan administration to trade with 
Bavarian Dunabian region which was related to Venice and France across the 
southern Germanic lands.

Early trade relations of Rus’ with East Carolingian kingdom are fixed in 
Raffelshtetten Customs Statute which was created between 902 and 907. It 
gives the idea of Dunabian trade at the beginning of the tenth century. In this 
unique document there is a reference for the regulation of trade between Rus’ 
and Czech merchants (Rugi and Boemani) in Eastern Bavaria, in the realm of 
Margrave Arbo. The town that was mentioned in the document was situated 
lower than present-day Austrian Linz, on the right bank of the Danube, in the 
interfluve of its tributary the Traun and the Enns69.

The document indicates the western vector of the trade interests of Kyivan 
Rus’. Czech and Rus’ merchants reached the Eastern Bavaria from Prague 
where Rus’ citizens were witnessed by Ibrahim Ibn Yakub, a Jewish traveler 
from Spain. Abovementioned Rus’ citizens and the Slavs came to Prague 
from Krakow70. The route of Regensburgh across the Czech State and Poland 
to Kyiv was popular later too. It was fixed in the last quarter of XII century by 
Petahia, a Regensburgh merchant of Jewish origin: «At first he left his homeland 
in Regensburgh and went to Prague that was the main city of Bohemia. From Prague 
he went to Poland and from there to Kyiv in Rus’»71. A rich Jewish merchant 
Benjamin «from Volodymyr», probably from Volodymyr-Volynskyi, situated 
on the river Luga was arrested in Cologne (Köln) in 117172. The book «Ketav 
Tamim» by Moshe ben Hisdai Tachau (XIII century) gives the evidence of 
relations between the East and Regensburgh via Rus’. In the book there is a 
mentionof Karaite Jewish book, that «came from Babylon to Rus’ and from there 
it was taken to the Regensburgh»73.

Raffelshtetten Customs Statute indicates the main products that make a 
profit to  Kyivan treasury. Paragraph VI states that merchants brought wax, 
slaves and horses from Rus’ and Czech State. The mention of the slaves and 
wax is connected with evidence of the Tale of Bygone Years of the slaves 
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(servants), furs, honey and wax, as the main the most profitable export goods 
for the slave trade which was controlled by the state74. After the war the fate 
of slavery befell many of the Derevlians whom Olga «ѡвѣхъ изби. а другия 
работѣ преда мужєм своимъ»75.

Consequently, the merchants from Rus’ got to Regensburgh through 
Krakow and Prague. From Kyiv route went through Ustyluh, located at the 
confluence of the Luga River and the Western Bug, and then through the 
Sandomierz  to Krakow. The Russian part of the way from Kyiv to Ustilug was 
fairly described in the later written sources. The Chronicle evidence allows to 
determine this trade route  with quite confidence76. The first mention about 
it is known from the description of the struggle for Kyiv’s throne between 
Izyaslav Yaroslavich and Vsevolod Briachislavovich that happened in 1069. 
The story about the blinding of Vasylko Rostislavovich in 1097 can also 
be seen in the chronicle, and the route of Iziaslav Mstislavovitch’s troops 
from Volodymyr into Kyiv in 1150 could be traced as well. The route to the 
Luga River went from Kyiv trough Belgorod, Zdvizhen, Michesk, Ushesk, 
Korchesk, Dorogobuzh, Peresopnitsia, Chemerin, Lutsk, and Volodymyr. 
The chronicle articles  recall also the Irpin River, the Teteriv River, the Uzh 
River, the Sluch River and the Horyn River on  the way. On Derevlianian 
territory after Mychesk it turned to the north, rounding the notorious Devil’s 
Forest. The total length of the route from Kyiv to Ustyluh was 520–530 km. 
(ill. 2). Even Al-Idrisi, the Arabic geographer of XII century knew about 
this route. In his work «Nuzhat al-Mushtaq fi Ikhtiraq al-Afaq» («The Delight 
of One Who Wishes to Traverse the Regions of the World»), or more simply, «al-
Kitab al-Rujari» («Roger’s Book») the route «Barazula–Avsiyya–Barasanisa–
Ludzhaga–Arman» was mentioned too. According to Tadeush Levitsky77, 
who was supported be Irina Konovalova78, these settlements were located on 
the way from Kyiv to Volodymyr-Volynsky: «Trepol–Ushesk–Peresopnitsa–
Luchesk– Volodymyr».

The localization features of Volyn segment of the international trade route 
between Dorogobuzh and Volodymyr was traced by Svyatoslav Terskiy 
on the basis of the analysis of archaeological and topographical materials. 
According to his observations  the transit trade route passed  through the 
central parts of the large settlements such as Chemerin, Peresopnitsa and 
Lutsk. Thus the part of it was next to annalistic Luchesk and rounded it up 
higher than the Ancient City, crossing the Styr River near the confluence of 
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the Polonnoya (now – Chornoguzka) where there was an island fort. The 
peculiarity of this part of the route  was the numerous fortifications located 
on the main sections of the route, allowing to control the way and facilitate 
the safe movement and recreation of caravans79. Only at the end of the XI–XII 
centuries, when the threat from the steppe was not so significant, the more 
southern latitudinal part of the route that ran from Kyiv through Tihoml, 
Kremenets and Peremyl emerged80.

The left-bank area of the early trade route between the Bulgars and Kyiv 
is also well-traced on the maps. It was successfully reconstructed after 
Ukrainian–Tatar expedition in 1989–1991. The route was divided into two 
almost equal parts including the daytime stops at every 35–40 km., equipped 
at the distance of a day march of caravans81 (ill. 3). The western part was 
subordinated to Kyiv State while the eastern one was under the influence 
of the Volga Bulgars. The importance of this transcontinental trade route, 
that was under the tutelage of the European states, is shown even in the 
etymology of its name – the Royal Road (Via Regia) – which was in a long-
term use and was only briefly halted by the Mongol invasion82.

So the cause of the administrative and urban initiatives of Princess Olga 
after the war with the Derevlians was the need to ensure state control over 
the strategically important and safe (taking into consideration the threat of 
Pechenigs) trade route which connected Kyiv with the markets of Russian 
goods in the Bavarian Danube region through the forested Derevlianian and 
Volynian lands (ill. 4). The control over its Volyn segment that reached the 
Luga River and the Western Bug River gave Kyiv one more advantage – the 
direct (without Ladoga or Polotsk  mediation) exit through the Bug and the 
Vistula Rivers to the Baltic Sea. That’s is why Olga concentrated her efforts 
on getting a foothold on the right bank of the Bug, equipping its tributary 
– the Luga River right after the conquest of the Derevlians (which provides 
Kyiv with the supervision of Derevlianian route section): «и оустави по 
мьстѣ [after revenge – Y.D.] погосты и дань. и по лузѣ погосты и дань и 
ѡброкы»83.

The Bug and Luga Rivers and Baltic trade of Rus’

The issue of Kyivan trade on the Bug River has long been on the periphery 
of historical research which have studied the trade routes of Eastern Europe. 
The interest to it was provoked by the discovering of lead seals used for 
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ill. 2. Part of the trade route Kyiv-Regensburg between Kyiv and Ustylug: 
1 – woodland zone; 2 – forest-steppe zone (by A. Motsya)

marking of  the goods at the customs in Dorogichin Nadbuzhskiy. Judging 
by the numerous finds of such seals in Dorogichin the researchers have 
concluded about the functioning of the border customs office in this place 
where the transit goods were reloaded and sealed84. Today it is known about 
forty localities where such seals have been found.

V. Perhavko’s quantitative-comparative analysis of such seals found in 
Eastern Europe impresses with its disproportion in favour of Drogichin. 
12 thousand items (80%) out of the total 15 thousand were discovered in 
Dorogichin and its vicinity. Only 2.5 thousand (17%) of seals were located in 
Northern Rus’. Up to one thousand of them were in Novgorod and Gorodets 
on the Volga. The remaining 3% occurred in other regions. The variety of 

ill. 3. Part of the trade 
route from Bulgar to Kyiv: 

1 – starting points; 
2 – stopping places; 

3 – trade route 
(by A. Motsya)
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images on Drogichin seals is no less impressive. 83 out of 116 sphragistic 
types were distinguished. In contrast, only 29 types are typical of Gorodets 
and no more than 21 of Novgorod85. All this testifies to the extent of trade 
trafficking in Kyiv with the Baltic lands of the Western Bug.

According to the findings of Arab dirhams in Mazovia and the outskirts 
of Dorogichin the records of trade on the Bug dated back to the end of the 9th 
century. V. Perhavko claims that during the first half of the 10th century the 
Bug gradually became an international trading artery. The researcher believes 
that the second stage started in the mid-10th century. By the mid-11th century 
the way had been completely occupied by the Russian, Western and Eastern 
merchants. And finally, it reached the top of its prosperity in the pre-Mongol 
period, mid-11th – 13th centuries86. The abovementioned turning point in 
the mid-11th century should be associated with the strengthening of Princess 
Olga’s power on the Volyn Luga and the Western Bug after the Drevlyanian 
war.

Noting the scale of trade on the Bug, researchers also analyzed the options 
of ways on which goods could be delivered from Kyiv to the Bug. Preference 
was given to the water route along the Pripyat87. A waterway from Kyiv to 
the Western Bug River could take a few routes. One of them is believed to 
have stretched from Kyiv along the Dnieper, the Pripyat and its tributary, the 
Pena. Then it was necessary to overcome 40–50 km of land segment along the 
watershed between the rivers Pena and Mukhavets (from Pukhov village in 
the riverhead the Pina to Gorodets on the river Mukhavets). The Mukhavets 
led to the Bug near Brest. The second route ran to the riverhead of the Pripyat. 
From that point goods were transported to the Bug by land (10–15 km). 
Following the third water route, goods were transported along the Pripyat, 
then the Yaselda River and finally were dragged from the Yaselda river head 
to the Narev River.

However, the operation of these routes is rather questionable. Even 
the 10–15 km portage, not to mention the distances of 40–50 km, required 
developed facilities for goods storage, considerable human resources to 
load them on carts or move boats on rollers by land. We believe that even if 
portage waterways connecting the Pripyat and the Bug existed, they were of 
regional rather than international significance. According to A. Bratchikov, 
the rivers of the basins of the Bug and the Pripyat had been mainly used to 
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ill. 4. Derevlyanian and Volynian lands in the system of trade routes tenth century: 
1 – overland trade route Kyiv–Bulgar–Regensburg; 2 – boundaries of Derevlianian 

land; 3 – waterways; 4 – drawing dies on the waterways

float goods by boats or rafts downstream even up to the mid-19th century. 
Salaried workers performing this job were called «plisaki». Therefore, the 
best usage of the water system of the Pripyat was for the transportation of 
goods from Volyn, first downstream the Stir, the Horyn and the Sluch and 
then down the Pripyat. Along the latter one goods were brought to Pinsk, 
and then to the Dnieper and Kyiv. Only in the high water the rafts were also 
floated along the Ikva, the Turya and the Stubla88.

A. Bratchikov’s arguments prove that regular transfers of goods by 
waterways to riverheads and by portages on land faced serious challenges. 
Therefore, there were no permanent wharves on rivers, but only temporary 
ones, called «bindiugi». Permanent wharves were characteristic only of 
Ustilug with its regular trading operations along the Bug89.

The information about the peculiarities and the scope of trade in 
Volodymyr during the 14th – 17th centuries and the functioning of Ustilug as 
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its river trading post, located at the point where the Lug flows into the Bug, 
is presented in a number of documents. They were gathered into a thematic 
collection dedicated to the trade in Volyn and the Dnieper region90. It is 
described how goods were delivered to Ustilug, stored, prepared for rafting 
and what types of vessels were used. There is evidence of direct deliveries of 
goods from Ustilug to Gdansk and Hansa ports. The information about the 
taxes for guests (merchants), their routes, trade agreements, etc is presented 
in the documents as well. The issue of Ustilug’s importance was raised in 
cultural, historical and urban studies91.

The reports on the large-scale trade along the Bug during the 14th – 17th 
centuries can be found in letters, charters, decrees, records of proceedings, 
privileges, castle inspections, customs regulations etc. This trade was 
established by Kyiv exactly in the mid-10th century. The steady procedure 
of rafting trade along the Bug differed little from those of trading operation 
in pre-Mongol period, unless the technical details. A. Bratchikov established 
the fact of extinction sea trade in the half third of the XIX century and the 
practice of using water trade routes in the basins of the Bug and Pripyat 
became unprofitable only with the development of rail transportation.

Trade wars in the Bug region in the X and 
at the beginning of the XII century

Russian attempts to access to the Middle Bug region in the middle of the 
tenth century were proved by the evidence referred to the annals of «ятвяг 
Гунарев» («Gunarev of Yatvingians»), who took part in the signing of 
Russian-Byzantium treaty in 94492. The presence of Yatvagian elite member 
in the contractual relations of Russia and Byzantium even before Olga 
established administrative settlements at the Luga proves that her punitive 
expedition against the Derevlians was a part of well-planned policy to control 
the international trading routes at the crossroads near Volodymyr. The real 
financial interests of Kyiv in the Bug area were combined with the desire 
to own Volynian and Derevlianian segments of overland trade route, which 
gave Rus’ the access to European markets (through Krakow and Prague). If 
the first part of this way was taken over by Kyiv as a result of tough armed 
confrontation with the Derevlians in 946, the incorporation of Volyn took 
place apparently without bloodshed.
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Derevlianian territory had been a kind of barrier between Kyiv and Volyn 
for a long time. It was a clear example of the destruction of Derevlian elite 
that made the political elite of Volyn to come to terms with Kyiv. It can be 
assumed that the threat from Kyiv led the Derevlian and the Volynians to 
certain allied relations and the defeat of the Derevlians became both the 
defeat of the Volynians. That is the reason why in the year following the 
end of war in Derevlianian land Princess Olga established on the Luga and 
took administrative and fiscal measures to exclude Derevlianian and Volyn 
mediation in the international trade transactions of Kyiv with Europe and the 
Baltic region.

There is no evidence of any active measures of Kyivan Rus’ against any 
group of Volynian Slavs up to the 947 mention in TOBY as Olga fixed pogosts 
at Luga, except that the Duleby were mentioned among the tribes taking 
part in the Byzantium campaign of Prince Oleg. In addition, Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus in his work «On the Management of the Byzantium Empire» 
mentioned the Lendzyanians among Russian tributaries, positioning the tribe 
in the southern basin of the Pripyat tributary or right tributary of the Dnieper 
(Sec. 9): «Their Slavs Tributaries, the so-called Krivichians and the Lenzanenes and 
the rest of the Slavonic regions, cut the «monoxyla» on their mountains in time of 
winter, and when they have prepared them, as spring approaches, and the ice melts 
they bring them on to neighbouring lakes. And since these lakes debouch into the 
river Dnieper, they enter on to this same river, and come down to Kyiv, and draw the 
ships along to by finished and sell to the Russians»93.

Constantine Porphyrogenitus described temporary boats floated down 
the tributaries of the Dnieper by the same routes as trade boats mentioned in 
published documents of XV–XVII centuries. Constantine Porphyrogenitus’ 
work written in 948–952 captures the political situation in Rus’ after the 
conquest of the Derevlians by Olga and her campaign to Luga in 947. At that 
time, Little Poland (Malopolska) with Krakow was under the authority of the 
Czech State and contacted with Rus’ in the upper reaches of the Western Bug. 
In the middle of the tenth century Bug region became an important contact 
zone where met the state interests not only of Rus’ and Czech State, but also 
interests of the Polish State of Mieszko I, who took possession of Mazovia 
and, according to the evidence of Ibrahim ibn Jakub, his state bordered on 
Rus’ in the east and on Prussia in the north94.
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According to the chronicles of the last quarter of the tenth century, Prince 
Volodymyr Svyatoslavovych was taking a series of effective measures 
to ensure further control of Kyiv over the important border area over the 
Western Bug. If Princess Olga’s power had reached as far as the right bank 
of the Bug River, then it was strengthened by her grandson to the left bank 
in 981, as the chronicler says: «Иде Володимир. к Ляхомъ. и зая грады 
ихъ. Пєремышль. Червенъ. и ины городы. ижє суть и до сєго дн҃є подъ. 
Руссью»95 («Went Volodymyr to Lyakhi and took their cities Peremyshl and Cherven 
and other and they are still under Rus’ rule»).

Pushing the boundary to the west of the Bug, Volodymyr not only 
strengthened the control over the Baltic waterway, but also controlled the 
part of land trade route that ran through the territory of Chervensk towns 
to Regensburgh96. In 984 Volodymyr began the campaign against the Volga 
Bulgar State situated on the eastern boundary of Bulgar–Kyiv–Ustilug trade 
route. As a result of this campaign, Prince of Kyiv established trade relations 
with the Bulgars and concluded peace treaty between the states. The next 
step by Volodymyr was to strengthen the western borders of Rus’ and he 
began his campaign to the Croats in 993, which resulted in a return of the 
Carpathian Rus’, apparently controlled at the beginning of the tenth century 
by Oleg97.

The establishment of trade on the Vistula and the Bug required the 
creation of a safe environment to float export products. In 983, in a year after 
cocnquering of Chervensk towns, Volodymyr began the campaign against 
the Jatvians making the trade route safe from the attacks of that warlike tribe, 
which was considered by certain scholars to be a multiethnic conglomerate 
that existed due to looting and maintenance of water merchant caravans98. 
Military campaigns of Rus’ against the Jatvingians were exercised in later 
ages, when the trade along the River Bug became an accomplished fact 
and an important part of public policy of Kyivan and Galich-Volyn princes. 
During the XI – XII centuries the annals recorded several campaigns as in 
1038 Yaroslav the Wise battled against the Jatvingians and then Yaroslav 
Svyatopolkovich in 1112 and later Roman Mstyslavich in 1196. The necessity 
to secure Russian trade priorities down the River Bug was a considerable 
motivation of these campaigns.

Military actions of Yaroslav the Wise against the Jatvingians was just 
simply a part of planned series of actions of this prince. He aimed to return 
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the lost territories of Rus’ during the years of civil dissension 1015 – 1019 
on Polish-Russian border and planned the restoration Kyiv’s influence in 
Western and Baltic trade. Therefore, Yaroslav had to start campaigns on Brest 
in 1022 and Belz in 1030 and won over the territories of Chervensk in 1031 
and fought against Mazovians in 1041.

Establishung of a permanent water trade route across the Western Bug 
and the Vistula played an important constructive role in the formation and 
development of the statehood of the Baltic tribes, attracted  to the trade 
route of Kyivan Rus’ by its massive turnover and new markets. Integration 
in the international trade contributed to the development of the internal 
market and created conditions for further social, political, economic and 
cultural development of the Baltic tribes. These processes coincided with 
the deterioration of the tribal system and the gradual concentration of the 
central government. If trading on the Western Bug and the Niemen played 
an important role in the state development of Western- Baltic tribes as 
ancestors of the Lithuanians, the access to the Baltic Sea on the Western Dvina 
(Daugava) influenced the consolidation of certain Eastern-Baltic ethnicities, 
such as the Latgalians, the Sellonians, the Semigallians, the Cours and the 
Livs, and subsequently led to the formation of the Latvian state.

Benefits of Baltic trade attracted German settlers too. The Prussian lands 
were captured during the expansion of the German knightly orders. Between 
the end of XII and the middle of XIII century, the territory of present Latvia 
was conquered by the Crusaders and first became part of the Order of the 
Sword, and then the Livonian Order.

The struggle for the bordertown Drogichin became one of the episodes 
of the confrontation between Kyivan Rus’ and chivalric military-monastic 
organization. In 1235 Drogichin was captured by Pprince Konrad of 
Mazowia. Not being able to control the city, he passed it into the possession 
of the Knights of the Dobzhin Order in 1237. However, the following year, 
Daniil of Galich with his brother Vasylko retook the city, capturing prisoners 
with Bruno the Elder Knight.

Pogosts (administrative units) 
in the Prypyat River basin

Despite the large-scale activity of princes Volodymyr and Yaroslav (and 
later – Volyn princes), the first step in the direction of establishing the trade 
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priorities of Kyivan Rus’ in the Bug region was made by Princess Olga. It was 
because of her active policy in the west, which began after the Drevlyanian  
war (as revenge) that allowed Rus’to gain a foothold on the right side of the 
Western Bug, in the basin of its right tributaries of the Rriver Luga.

In the list of activities undertaken by Kyivan princess was the foundation 
of pogosts (administrative units) along the Luga, which played an important 
role in state administration and development of trade markets in the 
lands of Rus’. However the geographical argument of scientists about the 
foundation of pogosts (administrative units) were contradictory. According 
to M. Sverdlov’s opinion «we shouldn’t think that pogosts were just Novgorod 
or northern occurrence. I suppose that the system of pogosts were set in densely-
populated southern princedom of XII century and disappeared because of wide spread 
of prince and vassals’ ownership of land, but still remained in the regions with sparser 
population and large woodlands»99.

At the same time a notion have been formed in historical reference that 
pogosts are phenomena which were typical only for the process of urbanization 
in North Rus’. B. Rybakov interpreted the question about pogosts in that 
way when he says that «pogosts were established sthroughout Novgorod land, 
even outside of populated regions and homeland of the Kryvychis in Novgorod  and 
there was an organized network of pogosts-ostrogs, which provided stability to its 
dominant possession in the North in thousand kilometers from Kyiv»100.

In his discussion with B. Rybakov I. Froyanov fully agreed that Princess 
Olga organized pogosts exclusively in the North: «We think that the chronicle 
gives no reason to say about “domanial possession” of princess Olga in Novogorod 
territory. But B. Rybakov is right about the fact that Olga brought pogosts to 
Northland, but not throughout the Rus’ as it seemed to M. Sverdlov and other 
historians»101. Having read carefully annalistic texts, I. Zabelyn presented 
the territorial boundaryies of Olga’s managerial urbanistic initiatives: «From 
this record we can see that Olga had placed pogosts only along the Rriver Msta not 
all across Novgorod region. To increase and spread of this place can not be possible 
without exaggeration»102.

To narrow the geography of spreading the pogosts to Russian North and 
to interpret pogosts as an exclusive accomplishment of Novgorod territory 
is not reasonable because it’s entire existence in early ages and even earlier 
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is confirmed with documents. «The Charter of Prince Volodymyr of Titles, 
Ecclesiastical Courts and Clergy» is among the written evidence going back 
to the beginning of the XI century and mentioned about some pogosts. It is 
famous for having many interpretations and alternation, which were placed in 
collections of XIV–XVIII centuries from different regions of the Eastern Slavs 
and the Wallachians. The Charter contains a separate article, explaining about 
the spread of ecclesiastical courts on the administrative units called «grads», 
«pogosts» and «svobods»: «Далъ есмъ по всѣмъ градом, и по погостом, и 
по свободам, где хр(и)стияне суть»103 («Distant places are all across the grads 
and along pogosts and svobods where Christianity exists»). Ya. Schapov’s research 
showed that in southwest collection of Olenynsk, Volynsk and Varsonophiev 
editions the article about pogosts and list of ecclesiastical courts makes 
up a single unit. In other editions the article is separated from the list of 
ecclesiastical courts104. The church charter of Prince Volodymyr makes no 
difference in the geographical localization of so called territorial units and it 
proves that the attempt to link the localization of pogosts only with Russian 
North is absolutely groundless.

Let’s not forget about the Charter of Turov Diocese dated 6513 (1005), 
which was given in the name of Volodymyr with list of settlements, including 
pogosts, as part of Turov eparchy: «И придах к ней городы с погосты в 
послушание и священие і благословение держати себѣ Туровской 
епископиї Пинскъ, Новгород, Городен, Слонимъ, Берестей, Волковыескъ, 
Здитов, Небле, Степан, Дубровица, Высочко, Случескъ, Копил, Ляховъ, 
Городокъ, Смѣдянь»105. («And I will come to the pogosts of the city with obedience 
and I behold the blessing to the bishopof Turov in Pinsk, Novgorod, Goroden, Slonym, 
Berestey, Volkovyyesk, Zditov, Neble, Stepan, Dubrovitsya, Vysochko, Sluchesk, 
Lyahov, Gorodok, and Smydyan»). While studying this document Ya. Schapov 
concluded that it originated in XIV century. Though a number of of positions 
contributed in the text are  based on more ancient local tradition. The real basis 
of the document is the evidence of the pogosts, the wide spread of which is 
still traced in the etymology of settlements’ names  on the territory of Belarus 
in the Pripyat basin and western tributaries of the Dnieper: village Pogost 
of Berezinsk district in Minsk region, village Pogost of Solygorsk district in 
Minsk region, village Pogost of Vyleisk district in Minsk region, and village 
Pogostin of Zhytkovychsk district in Gomel region etc.
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The pogosts are mentioned (according to the formula of Volodymyr’s 
Church Charter) in the documents dated in 1321, which enumerated the 
benefactions and gifts of Liubart Gedyminovich to Church of St. John the 
Evangelist in Lutsk we read the following: «Ктому и куницы отъ поповъ по 
всемъ городомъ и погостомъ и свободам, где суть хрестиане»106. («There 
were fur tributes from priests all around the cities and pogosts, where the Christianity 
existed»). The researchers of this document agree that it is a forgery107, 
however, after analyzing its language, Daniel Scherbakovskyi hypothesized 
that the annual date of the document is a fake, but the indiction, monthly and 
daily date comes to be original. The researcher claimed that: «The basis of this 
fake charter was a genuine charter issued by Liubart to Lutsk Church of St. John the 
Evangelist to own the villages Rozhishche and the Teremne, possibly issued in1383 or 
generally in the end of the reign of Liubart, but not in 1321 in any case»108.

Although the document includes issues relevant to the beginning of the 
XVII century, however the charter could have a fragment of the pogosts as 
administrative regions. In any case, the mention of the churchyard was not 
unlikely to the Volyn authors of charter protograph neither in the late XIV 
nor for its late counterfeiters at the beginning of the XVII century.

The evidence of the presence of pogosts as administrative units in the basin 
of the southern tributaries of the Pripyat is also supported by the etymology 
of  the original name of the modern village Zarechnoe (Pogost, Pogost 
Zarichnyj) located on the left bank of the river  Styro, near its confluence 
with the Pripyat. This town played a significant role in the floating trade. It 
is mentioned as a Pogost in the letter (1488) of Cazimir IV to Minsk merchant 
Luka Tereshkovich109. The tax wasn’t contracted from this merchant‘s boats 
in some localities, as the King informed in the letter to everyone who had the 
right to collect it. The verdict of the government auditors to the complaint 
of Lutsk burghers about  illegal collecting from merchants, dated 1545 
also indicates about  the amount of customs duties from merchants since 
ancient times in the Volyn region (including Pogost): «В Погосте королевои 
ее м҃лти, коли комягою идутъ, мыта беруть по дванадцати грошей, а 
грошъ пропоиныи, петдесятъ головажень соли, калач и горщокъ, 
а взадъ идучи – по трое рыбъ от комяги, от помочного шоста шесть 
грошей, присадного дванадцать грошеи»110. These documents show the 
importance of pogosts on water and land routes and prove that collecting 
fees from transit trade was their main function.
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The urbanization of Volyn Luga in 
the context of Olga’s campaign in 947

The settlement in the downstream of the river Luga had its advantages 
before the settlement in the Western Bug valley. Floods on large rivers were a 
great threat to the communities located there, so that their smaller tributaries 
were much safer in this respect. Exactly these considerations probably were 
taken into account when the Slavs founded the fortress on the northern edge 
of contemporary village Zymno, on a high cape of the right bank of the river 
Luga, which is a unique phenomenon of archeology of VI – the end of VII 
century and is the only fortified settlement on the territory of Slavic Volyn of 
Prague-Korchak culture111. The ancient settlement occupies a central part of 
a long cape surrounded by marshy valley on three sides, and on the south-
east is separated  by means of ditch dug over the original bank of the river. 
The materials of archaeological research of the settlement proved rather 
high social status of its inhabitants and showed a significant development 
of iron processing and jewelry handicrafts. As one of the oldest fortifications 
throughout Slavonic lands the ancient settlement Zimno could serve as the 
administrative and political center of Dulibian union of Slavic tribes112.

Archaeologists examined a number of early Slavic settlements on the 
right and the left banks of the Western Bug. Ancient city of Zimno ceases 
to exist at the end of VII century. As the archaeological materials indicated, 
it was not because of the total extermination of the inhabitants. They may 
have moved to the left bank, to the town over the Bug river (a city of Volyn), 
where the records were taken since the beginning of the VII century. In the 
VIII–X centuries the qualitative changes happened in this microregion, which 
included the expansion of the occupied territories and the emergence of new 
fortified settlements on the left bank of the Bug. Settlement in Zimnivskyi 
- Chervenskyi micro-region in the IХ–Х centuries marked the beginning of 
the formation of the territory of Chervensk ancient cities, a group of early 
settlements of the left bank of the Bug and the upper basin of the Vepr and 
are considered to be its archaeological equivalent113.

The process of consolidation of Volynian lands with Kyivan state 
began immediately after the conquest of the Derevlians by Princess Olga. 
And the processes of incorporation did not meet any serious resistance on 
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the territories, even despite the fact that the concentration of community 
fortifications in Volyn (massive building of which dated back to Х century) 
was twice bigger than on Drevlyanian territiry. The vast majority of the old 
tribal and community centers of Volyn land continued to exist further in the 
XI century, the cause of their decline at the end of XI – beginning of the XII 
century was a purposeful process of elimination of the independence of the 
local nobility114.

Archaeologists have also noted the presence of the Scandinavians in 
Volyn territories. Findings of Scandinavian origin are divided into two time 
groups: IX–X centuries and the end of Х – the beginning of the XII century115. 
If the first stage can be associated with the development of trade routes of 
the Bug area and Volyn by Scandinavian traders, then the second definitely 
indicates a deliberate process of «occupation» of Volynian land by Kyiv by 
means of accommodation of the grand vigilantes with a significant number 
of Scandinavian warriors in the region.

The territory of the Bug region is characterized by a large number of 
placenames with the etymology from the times of Kyiv Rus’ expansion and 
colonization of Volynian lands. In the area between the Bug and the Luga there 
are many villages with the symilar names: village Rusiv in 3 km to the south 
of Ustilug, village Rusiv (Rusniv) in 5 km to the southeast of village Zymno, 
and village Rusovychi is  near the villageof Nyzkynychi. The evidence is 
supported by the etymology of placenames of several localities in Zabuzhya: 
town of Varyazh and neighboring ancient settlement of Variazhske in 15 km 
to the north-west of Sokal, and village Rusin in a few kilometers to the south 
of Varyazh town.

Archaeologists attribute Dorogobuzh, Peresopnitsu, Pisnyki-Vilbychi, 
Ostrozhets, Oderady as well as fortifications in Shepol, Volodymyr and 
Ustilug to the network of administrative and defense settlements controlled 
by Kyiv in mid-tenth century116. The development of the coast of the Luga 
River was a priority for the Kyivan administration. The archaeological 
materials from the territory of Ustilug and Volodymyr constitute a tangible 
material proof of Olga’s campaign to the Luga in 947.

The cultural layer of the tenth century is found throughout Volodymyr at 
the period of its highest development. However, the most densely built-up 
areas were near the citadel and the neighborhoods of the city. Excavations in 
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the former Spasskyi Monastery prove that clay shaft platform of the blocks of 
three buildings were of the city architecture with the remains of structures of 
the tenth century. Recent research has shown that in the middle of the tenth 
century a powerful system of settlements (settlement clustur) existed on the 
banks of the Luga. Burial grounds situated around the city also give evidence 
of the development of a significant settlement agglomeration on the river 
Luga in the second half of the tenth century117. 

Ustilug and Pyatydni, located in the lower reaches of the Luga and known 
from the chronicles should also be mentioned in connection with many 
identified objects of the tenth century. Ustilug exercised control over the 
port at the mouth of the Luga and served as the trading post of the future 
princetown of Volodymyr118. Thus, it is archeologically confirmed that the 
basin of Volyn River Luga in the middle of the tenth century was a populous 
and important place which obviously became the ultimate goal of Princess 
Olga’s campaign in 947. Thus, all of the text that preceded in the annals by 
the sentence of «иде Ѡлга к Новугороду» («went Olga to Novgorod») reflects 
the realities of Princess Olga’s campaign to the West of Kyiv, to the location 
on the River Luga in Volyn, which was mentioned in the annals in connection 
with of the city of Volodymyr since the end of the tenth century.

Vasili Tatischev connected the date of the city’s founding with Volodymyr’s 
campaign to Croats in 992: «Volodymyr with two archbishops went down the 
Dniestr River and spread Christianity among people. So he built a town of Volodymyr 
in Chervensk land and founded the Church of Holy Mary with archibishop Stephan 
there and came back delighted»119.

TOBY mentioned Volodymyr for the first time in 988, in a story about 
the distribution of inheritance among the sons of Volodymyr Svyatoslavych. 
That year the Baptist of Russia Volodymyr gave Volodymyr city to one 
of his sons – Vsevolod120. In addition to the evidence there are reports in 
some chronicles that present  quite informative mentions (dated 988-990) 
about foundation of Volodymyr city and the construction of the Church of 
the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. The earliest notice in the Novgorod 
Fourth Chronicle: «В лѣто 6496. И пришедъ ис Киева во Словеньскую 
землю, и постави градъ в свое имя Володимеръ, и спомъ осыпа, и 
церковь сборную святую Богородицю древяную постави, и вся люди 
крести Рускыя и намѣстници»121 («In summer of 6496 came [Volodymyr 
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Svyatoslavovych – Y.D.] from Kyiv to Slovensk land and founded the town named 
Vladimer and surrounded it with the the shaft,  and founded a  wooden Church of 
the Holy Mother and all the Rus’ people were baptized»).

It is clear from the quoted message that Volodymyr baptized the 
governors of already existing city. In support of this thought we should recall 
that Assumption Cathedral of the middle of the XII (built on the place of 
the temple according to the local tradition and was founded by Volodymyr 
Sviatoslavych) is located outside the citadel. The territory, surrounded with 
the shaft by Volodymyr («спомъ осыпа») around the Church of the Holy 
Mother is only a suburb of the ancient city (citadel). The shafts of the city 
(the so-called settlement of Volyn-type) have been preserved till our time. 
So, Prince Volodymyr Sviatoslavovych did not found but only expanded the 
ancient castle in Volyn and named it Volodymyr after himself. The statement 
of this fact suggests that this city became the geographical reference in 
chronicles from 947 about the campaign of Princess Olga to Novgorod («к 
Новугороду»)122 Such an interpretation of the message is consistent with the 
fact that Novgorod citadel on the Volkhov appeared only in a century, in 
the middle of the XI century, consolidating as a fortified center all the three 
primary settlements still separated by unsettled territories in the middle of 
the tenth century.

Conclusions

The story of Princess Olga’s campaign in 947 to Novgorod («к 
Новугороду»), mentioned in the chronicles, caused a lot of criticism by 
the famous textologists, who considered it to be an invention of Novgorod 
scribes. According to А. Shakhmatov, Novgorod chroniclers believed that 
the events of the Kyiv–Derevlian war, described in Primary Chronicle, took 
place in the Dereva (Derevskaia Piatina) in Novgorod region. Shakhmatov 
considered that Novgorod scribes were based on the mention of the tributes 
normalization on the conquered territory in Derevlianian land and added to 
it an insert about Princess Olga’s campaign to the northern rivers Msta and 
Luga. M. Hrushevskyi and D. Likhachev believed this story to be a late textual 
insertion. The analysis of the geography of trade routes in Eastern Europe 
and the available information on the development of relations between Kyiv 
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and Novgorod in the XI–XII centuries also do not give any reason to consider 
Princess Olga’s campaign to North to be real.

However, the proposed Nikitin’s interpretation of the phrase «и оустави 
по мьстѣ. погосты и дань» as a message about the actions of the princess after 
revenge to the Derevlians («по мьстѣ»), gives grounds to assume that analyzed 
fragment is authentic and suggests a different explanation of its geographical 
realities. Arguments set out in the publication show that chronicles phrase «и 
оустави по мьстѣ. погосты и дань. и по Лузѣ погосты и дань и ѡброкы» 
reflects the realities of the route of Princess Olga, after vengeance further to the 
west of Derevlianian land to the right tributary of the Western Bug – the River 
Luga, indicating incorporation of Volynian lands by Kyivan Rus’. This reading 
explains the reasons on which the chronicler tied Olga’s campaign in 947 
with previous events in Drevlyanian lands, removing critical considerations 
regarding the possibility of the northern route of the Princess.

The conquest of the Drevlyans and the Volynyans gave Kyiv the possibility 
to control two important international trade routes. One of them ran on land 
from Bulgar through Kyiv, Krakow and Prague to Regensburgh. With the 
takeover of Drevlyanskyi and Volyn segments of this path reaching to Ustilug 
located at the confluence of the Luga in the Western Bug, Kyiv opened the 
possibility of direct trade with the Baltic by water route over the Bug and 
the Vistula. The center of this trade was a new city on the Volyn Luga, called 
Vladimir in the turn of the 80–90 of X century. It is this Volyn city that was 
mentioned by a chronicler as a geographical landmark in the phrase «Went 
Olga to Novgorod» («Иде Ѡлга к Новугороду»).
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71ADMINISTRATIVE AND URBAN REFORMS BY PRINCESS OLGA

Jurijs Diba

kņazienes olgas administratīvās 
un urbānās reformas: ģeogrāfija, vēsturiskie 

un ekonomiskie priekšnoteikumi

   Raksts veltīts 947. gadā sarakstītās hronikas fragmenta izpētei, kurā vēstīts 
par Kijevas kņazienes Olgas darbību, ierīkojot Novgorodas zemē pagastus 
(administratīvas vienības). Jurijs Diba pierāda, ka hronikas sākotnējais 
teksts uz ziemeļu (Novgorodas) teritorijām attiecināts mākslīgi. Pēc autora 
domām, kņazienes reformu realizācijas pamatā bija perspektīvas, kas 
Kijevas administrācijai bija pavērušās pēc drevļanu apspiešanas, kas hronikā 
aprakstīta kā kņazienes Olgas atriebība par kņaza Igora noslepkavošanu. 

    Hronikā aprakstītie notikumi risinājās Drevļanu un Volīnijas zemēs, caur 
kurām gāja starptautisks tirdzniecības ceļš, kas veda no Volgas Bulgārijā cauri 
Kijevai uz Rēgensburgu. Karš Drevļanu zemē sniedza kontroles iespējas pār 
šo tirdzniecības ceļu posmā no Kijevas līdz Lugas upei Bugas upes baseinā, 
no kurienes savukārt sākās ūdens ceļš gar Bugu un Vislu uz Baltijas jūru. 

Lugas upe tek cauri teritorijai, kas atrodas svarīgu tirdzniecības ceļu 
krustpunktā. Un kņaziene Olga ierīkoja pagastus tieši Volīnijas zemē gar 
Lugas upi. Administratīvi teritoriālā reforma bija Kijevas administrācijas 
veikto reformu, kas bija vērstas uz pārvaldes uzlabošanu iekarotajās zemēs, 
sastāvdaļa.  

Atslēgvārdi: hronikas, Krievzeme, kņaziene Olga, urbānā reforma, adminis-
tratīvā reforma, Novgorodas zeme, Drevļanu zeme, Volīnijas zeme, Rietum-
buga, Lugas upe, starptautiski tirdzniecības ceļi, pagasti.
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